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Blender Master Class: A Hands-On Guide to Modeling, Sculpting, Materials, and RenderingNo Starch Press, 2013

	
		Blender is a powerful and free 3D graphics tool used by artists and designers worldwide. But even experienced designers can find it challenging to turn an idea into a polished piece.

		

		For those who have struggled to create professional quality projects in Blender, author Ben Simonds offers this peek inside his...
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If Hemingway Wrote JavaScriptNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		What if William Shakespeare were asked to generate the Fibonacci series or Jane Austen had to write a factorial program? In If Hemingway Wrote JavaScript, author Angus Croll imagines short JavaScript programs as written by famous wordsmiths. The result is a peculiar and charming combination of prose, poetry, and...
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Rails Crash Course: A No-Nonsense Guide to Rails DevelopmentNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		Rails is a robust, flexible development platform that lets you build complex websites quickly. Major websites like GitHub, Hulu, and Twitter have run Rails under the hood, and if you know just enough HTML and CSS to be dangerous, Rails Crash Course will teach you to harness Rails for your own projects and create web...
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Ruby Wizardry: An Introduction to Programming for KidsNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		The Ruby programming language is perfect for beginners: easy to learn, powerful, and fun to use! But wouldn't it be more fun if you were learning with the help of some wizards and dragons?

	
		Ruby Wizardry is a playful, illustrated tale that will teach you how to program in Ruby by taking you on a fantastical...
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Penetration Testing: A Hands-On Introduction to HackingNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		Penetration testers simulate cyber attacks to find security weaknesses in networks, operating systems, and applications. Information security experts worldwide use penetration techniques to evaluate enterprise defenses.

		

		In Penetration Testing, security expert, researcher, and trainer Georgia Weidman...
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Build Your Own Website: A Comic Guide to HTML, CSS, and WordPressNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		Build Your Own Website is a fun, illustrated introduction to the basics of creating a website. Join Kim and her little dog Tofu as she learns HTML, the language of web pages, and CSS, the language used to style web pages, from the Web Guru and Glinda, the Good Witch of CSS.

		

		Once she figures out the basics,...
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JavaScript for Kids: A Playful Introduction to ProgrammingNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		JavaScript is the programming language of the Internet, the secret sauce that makes the Web awesome, your favorite sites interactive, and online games fun!

	
		JavaScript for Kids is a lighthearted introduction that teaches programming essentials through patient, step-by-step examples paired with funny illustrations....
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Black Hat Python: Python Programming for Hackers and PentestersNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		When it comes to creating powerful and effective hacking tools, Python is the language of choice for most security analysts. But just how does the magic happen?

	
		In Black Hat Python, the latest from Justin Seitz (author of the best-selling Gray Hat Python), you'll explore the darker side of Python's...
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Lauren Ipsum: A Story About Computer Science and Other Improbable ThingsNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		"A looking glass tale for the computer age." —School Library Journal

	
		Lauren Ipsum is a whimsical journey through a land where logic and computer science come to life.

	
		Meet Lauren, an adventurer lost in Userland who needs to find her way home by solving a series of puzzles. As...
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The Principles of Object-Oriented JavaScriptNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		If you've used a more traditional object-oriented language, such as C++ or Java, JavaScript probably doesn't seem object-oriented at all. It has no concept of classes, and you don't even need to define any objects in order to write code. But don't be fooled—JavaScript is an incredibly powerful and expressive...
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How Linux Works: What Every Superuser Should KnowNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		Unlike some operating systems, Linux doesn't try to hide the important bits from you—it gives you full control of your computer. But to truly master Linux, you need to understand its internals, like how the system boots, how networking works, and what the kernel actually does.

	
		In this completely revised second...
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The LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3 Idea Book: 181 Simple Machines and Clever ContraptionsNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		The LEGO® MINDSTORMS® EV3 Idea Book explores dozens of creative ways to build amazing mechanisms with the LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3 set. Each model includes a list of the required parts, minimal text, and colorful photographs from multiple angles so you can re-create it without the need for step-by-step instructions.
...
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